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Digital has accelerated collaboration and accentuated user 
experiences by promising faster turnarounds, better connectivity, 
accessibility, and cost reduction...unless you don’t have the right 
tools. Using 0ffice 365 workplace  management services, we enable a 
collaboration transformation that goes beyond mere migration to improve 
your entire operations landscape. Our “Workplace-as-a-Service” model 
results in tighter business outcomes, increased visibility, better availability 
and guaranteed business services - anywhere and anytime. 

WHY CSS CORP ? OUR SERVICES

Experience
CSS Corp has migrated more than 100k mailboxes to 
Office 365 and configured every tool in the suite.  We are 
trusted by Fortune 1000 companies to keep their teams 
connected, communicating and collaborating.

Advanced Tools Implementation
Need Skype for Business, SharePoint, Yammer, or 
something else? CSS Corp handles configuration, 
deployment, and testing across the entire Office 365 suite 
plus more.

Tools and Accelerators
Our proprietary accelerators include analysis tools to 
quickly map your environment. We use scripts that 
automate the migration, we also leverage reference 
architectures, pre-built integration adaptors, state of the 
art frameworks, and more.

Legacy Lotus Notes Modernization
Still on Lotus Notes? Not a problem. CSS Corp has 
developed unique tools to automate migration from Lotus 
Notes to Exchange On Premise, which will enable further 
migration to Office 365. 

Pricing
Don’t be surprised with overage charges or unexpected 
issues.  CSS Corp offers a peace of mind guarantee: our 
migration services are handled on a flat per-mailbox 
charge, so you know the cost up front. We also handle 
maintenance on a per-mailbox flat rate.

Ongoing  Management and Maintenance
Let CSS Corp handle maintenance for Office 365  through 
our “Workplace-as-a-Service” modal. From service requests 
like new mailboxes and new distribution lists to management 
of spam filters, CSS Corp can make sure you’re ready for 
anything.

Team
Our team of MSCE & MCSD certified consultants with 
extensive experience in managing large scale O365 
migration for enterprises and businesses.

Exchange On-Premise to O365 Migration
At the core of CSS Corp’s services is a proven capability in 
automated migration from Exchange On-Premise to Office 
365 mailboxes.

w P X A O P NE

Recognized CSS Corp as a
“Major Contender” in Cloud 
Enablement Services

Recognized as a 
“Leader” in Cloud 
Migration & Management

Recognized as a 
“Key Player” in 
Cloud Migration Services

S e r v i c e s
Unlock the power of collaboration and efficiency


